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Well, the dark mornings and evenings are upon us.  Frosty mornings  
have been evident in Scotland.  How I miss the lovely bright light  
mornings and long walks with the dogs. Walking in the dark, with  
the head torch on doesn’t quite have the same impact! 
 
So as I walk and reflect on the last nine months, there is much to  
celebrate, yet I know we have much more to do, so I want to touch on work in progress and the 
successes.  A professional association must be the voice of the members.  Our priority must be to 
deliver for members; being fit to practice in our profession for the next five years and beyond.  That 
must come from our competence, our capability, our standards and our learning.  
 
Our new plan, which was presented at the AGM in September, sets out our vision, our priorities, key 
themes and our values.  The plan has been sent to all of the Branches, members and Professional 
Working Groups for comment.  Thank you for great feedback and also constructive suggestions.  The 
updated plan will go to the next Board meeting on 5 December, and will then be uploaded to the 
website.  This is a strategic and living document, and each portfolio will have specific action plans to 
turn the objectives into tasks and actions.  Our progress will be via a dashboard to let you see at a 
glance the updates after each Board meeting.   
 
We also want to consider how we communicate with members; we want to be more proactive and 
promote use of SMS and digital technology rather than just by email. We are looking to do some 
work with our web provider on this and ensure we are GDPR compliant with new initiatives.  But the 
EPS needs you to check that your details are up to date on the website.  It will just take you five 
minutes - please...go on!  Do it now... it’s done!  Thank you! 
 
Our networking and study day #buildbackbetter was held on 10 & 11 September.  What an amazing 
event led by Dr Lucy Easthope.  Your feedback has been superb.  You have told us we got it right and 
you want more of the same.  We are on it big time!  That’s what we are about; getting it right and 
meeting your needs.  
 
Branches and Professional Working Groups are doing great work and hosting meaningful events.  
We are reviewing our PWGs and making sure we have the right groups and work being undertaken.  
We have ideas for new groups commencing in 2019, and we are delighted that those suggestions 
have come from members.  We need to make sure we keep all of that to the fore, and that national-
ly we support you locally and vice versa.  Our Events Director is looking at the events calendar for 
the next year and beyond, and also looking at where we host key study days throughout the year.  
All relevant to your competence and keeping you match fit.   
 
The work of the Professional Standards and Learning group continues.  Our last meeting was  
extremely productive and attended by representatives from EPS, UK and Scottish Governments, 
Universities and EPC. We have an agreed work plan and have draft terms of reference out for com-
ment.  We are working to tight timescales to produce an updated framework for the profession, 
including a review of the competency framework, and aligning to resilience standards etc.  This work 
is long overdue and all agencies are signed up to progressing this in quick time.   
 
Our work on the academic registry of courses is also well developed. We will look to publish the 
courses and their locations. We are also going to launch new Facebook and Linkedin pages. We are 
exploring use of a virtual space for sharing of ideas for projects that could be undertaken by stu-
dents or for work experience. The web development continues, and we have an offer of a survey to 
be shared with students on usability and the digital experience of the website. This will help inform 
our shop window and continued development. All great work which will move us to new horizons. 
 
So in concluding my few words (ok , maybe more than a few, but so much to tell you!) , my message 
is that in nine months great strides have been made, much more needs to be done, and will be 
done.  I hope that you as a member see the proactive changes and the new journey we are on. I’m a  
member too, and delighted to see change happening. I am impatient, I want it done yesterday, but 
it’s happening!   
 
I wish you and your families and work families, a wonderful, safe, peaceful and incident free  
Christmas and New Year.  I look forward to working with you and for you in 2019  #newhorizons 
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AGM & STUDY DAY 

AROUND 120 emergency planning  
practitioners attended the EPS’s  
annual AGM and National Study Day 
on 10-11 September, for what all  
participants agreed was a great event 
with top speakers, all bringing up to 
the minute analysis and lessons  
identified from current  
major incidents.  
  Held at the Crypt on the Green in London, 
speakers included:  

• Lord Kerslake and Dr Hugh 
Deeming, authors of the review 
into the events around the attack 
on the Manchester Arena. 

• Alistair Cunningham, who 
heads Wiltshire Council’s Gold 
Command in the ongoing events 
in Salisbury, explaining the 
experience for a local authority 
being caught up in a major secu-
rity sensitive incident. 

• Matt Hogan, of London Resili-
ence, and Rev Dr Mike Long of 
the Notting Hill Methodist 
Church, on the issues around the 
Grenfell Tower disaster.  

• Shelley Wright, communica-
tions specialist on the Greater 
Manchester Combined Authority 
who spoke on community  

• engagement following the  
• Manchester Arena terror attack.  

  The event was opened by Alison  
McGovern MP, a member of the Treasury 
Select Committee, and speakers also includ-
ed Dr Robert MacFarlane, deputy director 
at the Civil Contingencies Secretariat, and 
Deborah Higgins, the new head of the 
Emergency Planning College. 
  The main theme throughout the event was 
on recovery after major incidents, and the 
debates were assisted by presentations from 
the Human Aspects and CBRN Professional 
Working Groups. 
  The Chair of the EPS, Jacqui Semple, 
said: “My heartfelt thanks to everyone who 
pulled together to deliver this fabulous, topi-
cal and member focussed event; specifically 
Dr Lucy Easthope and Emma Stanley, for 
their hard work and delivery of such a great 
event.   
  “We will be scheduling events for the next 
year, with our new events director, Scott 
Senior, so watch this space. “   

From Salisbury to  
Grenfell - learning the 
lessons 

 

2018 EPS 
AGM &  
National 
Study Day 
 
The Crypt on the Green, 
London 
10 - 11 September 

Eve Coles  
was made a  

Fellow of the EPS. 
Eve, a Visiting  

Fellow at the EPC 
couldn’t make the 

conference, but 
Chair Jacqui  Semple 
caught up with her 
later to present the 

award in person 
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AGM & STUDY DAY 

THE keynote discussion at the EPS’s 2018 National Study Day was 
led by Lord Kerslake and Dr Hugh Deeming, authors of the Kerslake 
Review into the events around the terror attack on Manchester Arena 
on 22 May, 2017. 
  Lord Kerslake explained this was only the third time he had spoken 
publicly about the report. He stressed that overall the response of the 
emergency services and responding agencies was positive, but the 
review also had to look at areas of concern, in particular the initial 
failure of the Casualty Bureau service, the delays to the fire service 
arriving on scene, and the role of some sections of the media.  
  He said: “Some things during the incident went incredibly well, and 
we must learn from these. But equally we must learn from the things 
that should never have happened. At the core of that is  
interoperability and the way in which the different emergency  
services work together.” 
  However, he said it was clear for the overall response that years of 
multi-agency planning had paid off, and the incident demonstrated 
“the importance of interoperability based on situational awareness”.  
  Dr Deeming examined the role of the Etihad centre set up by the 
local  authority, initially as a Reception Centre but which then be-

came a Family and Friends Reception 
Centre for those trying to find missing 
loved ones. He said the transition was 
challenging, but fortunately the leadership 
was very good.  
  He also looked at the problems faced by 
the fire service, caused by rigid organisa-
tional structures, using the ‘Swiss cheese 
roll’ methodology, as outlined by James 
Reason in ‘The Human Contribution’, to 
demonstrate what happened. He identified 
14 areas that needed to be looked at and 
debated.  
 ◼ Lord Kerslake (top) and Dr Hugh  
Deeming address the conference 

Manchester - ‘most 
of the response 
went incredibly 
well: but some 
things should never 
have happened’ 

 

MATT Hogan, Manager of London 
Resilience, spoke on working with the 
community after the Grenfell tragedy. 
The key, he said, is to “think in a non-
public sector way in terms of the com-
munity; when taking actions, do it with 
them, not to them.” 
  He added: “Don’t assume everyone 
will work in the same way – you must 
engage on their terms, not yours.” 
  It was particularly important to under-
stand the needs of survivors. Although 
the building was devastated, any  
materials that could be saved from their 
homes they wanted, no matter what it 
was – it was very important for them. 
Others wanted to look out of the win-
dow of their old flat for the last time.  
  He said the media were now – given 
the long period that they had been cov-
ering the Grenfell story – very incisive 
and knew every aspect and detail. He 
added that all involved were very wary 
of how the ongoing public enquiry will 
cause heightened levels of distress 
amongst the survivors.  
◼ Inset: Matt Hogan 

Working with the community - 
‘do it with them, not to them’ 

 

Good Fellow! 
Dr Lucy Easthope has been made a  
Fellow of the EPS, and was presented 
with her certificate at the event. Lucy is 
a Senior Fellow at the  Emergency  
Planning College, and played a key role 
in organising the National Study Day.  
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AGM & STUDY DAY 

DURING the Panel discussion on 
‘Assistance in Extremis Casualties: Crisis 
Support Teams and Bereavement in a Mass 
Fatality’, Danielle Osborn from the  
University of Lincoln discussed the issues 
around Disaster Victim Identification.  
  She outlined one untested area of law – 
how do you identify someone who is  
critically ill, but unconscious? You cannot 
use the same DVI process allowed with the 
deceased. She said: “If you have an  
unidentified critically ill but unconscious 
person, how do you find out who they are? 
If a victim is alive, consent is needed, but 
they can’t do that if they are unconscious.” 
  She outlined the trauma that can be caused 
to relatives and friends if a wrong  
identification is made.  
  There have been two traumatic, high pro-
file cases this year. In Scotland, the wrong 
family were summoned to the bedside of 
critically injured George Crawford, after he 
had been carrying his friend’s wallet. His 
real parents were 200 miles away when he 
died.  
  In Canada in April, there was the horrific 
road traffic collision involving the junior 
ice hockey team, the Humbolt Broncos, in 
which 16 team members were killed and 13 
injured. As part of a team ritual, all the 
team had dyed their hair blond and were 
growing beards, while few carried their 
wallets. Again, the wrong parents were 
called to the bedside of one badly injured 
player, who had severe facial injuries, only 
for the couple to eventually discover their 
real son was already dead.  
  Danielle said much work was needed in 
this area, to create a better approach.  
  She also went on to say there needs to be 
better education of medical staff on their 
understanding of the role of the police dur-
ing major incidents and disasters.  
  She said there was still a tendency 
amongst health professionals to ‘keep the 
police out’ if it was not a criminal matter. 
Yet during a major incident, the police have 
many non-criminal investigation roles, such 
as DVI, documentation teams and Family 
Liaison Officers.  

DURING the panel discussion hosted by 
the EPS’s Human Aspects Group, Melissa 
Brackley of the Royal Free Hospital in 
London, outlined the experiences the re-
ceiving hospitals faced during the Grenfell 
disaster.  
  She said her hospital did not face the same 
level of problems that other receiving  
hospitals experienced, but there were still 
many challenges.  
  She said the injured from Grenfell began 
to be transferred to receiving hospitals by 
2.45am. The Royal Free received 14 pa-
tients – 12 residents from the Grenfell  
Tower, and two local people who had gone 
to help their neighbours.  
   She said a major issued identified at 
Grenfell was that in such a major incident 
with so many casualties, with different 
receiving hospitals having different special-
isms or just through capacity issues, injured 
members of the same family can be sent to 
different hospitals, causing much anxiety 
for relatives.  
  She said hospitals needed to be geared up 
to cope with the high level of visitors that 
will turn up in such a highly publicised 
traumatic event. The Royal Free began 
receiving visiting families from 6 am  
onwards.  
  She said some family groups can be very 

sizeable – all members of a family will 
want to be with their loved one regardless 
of the size of their group.  
  Equally, this was then followed by a 
‘surge’ at the end of the working day by 
concerned close friends, work colleagues 
and teachers of injured pupils. 
  Melissa also talked about the HAG’s work 
on ‘humanising’ hospital exercises, that 
tended to focus on the medical model for 
such training. She cited an example from 
Exercise Lock, held just 27 days before the 
Grenfell disaster, where the hospital was 
exercising information gathering and  
Patient Registration.  
  She overheard a participant questioning a 
volunteer playing a ‘casualty’: “Are you 
Major Incident Number 7?” “No”, came the 
reply from the ‘casualty’. “I’m John.” 
 

Human assistance - 
getting it right in  
major incidents 

 

The issues 
around  
victim  
identification 

Hospitals - working with the families 

 Institute of Welfare honours Lisa  
LONG standing EPS member Lisa Davies has received a well-deserved 
accolade from the Institute of Welfare. Although already a Fellow of the 
IOW, in July the Institute’s Trustees honoured her by making her a 
‘Companion’ of the Institute, in recognition of her 40 years of active  
contribution to the profession of occupational welfare. Lisa received her 
honour on the same day that fellow Institute and EPS member Jo Dover 
flew out to take up her new role as a specialist advisor to NATO. 

◼ The HAG team which addressed the event included Peter Cheeseman, Emma Dodgson,  Danielle 
Osborn, Melissa Brackley and Michelle McHugh. 
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AGM & STUDY DAY 

MICHELLE McHugh, the Casualty  
Bureau manager for Essex Police, outlined 
how the National Mutual Aid Telephony 
(NMAT) system worked – but also how 
they had problems on the night of the  
Manchester Arena attack.  
  The need for such a system was under-
stood after the ‘7/7’ terror attack, when the 
Casualty Bureau had to deal with 10,000 
attempted phone calls, trying to locate  
missing loved ones.  
  The system – currently operated by  
Vodafone – allows other police forces to 
stand up their Casualty Bureau teams to 
assist other police forces in the front line of 
a major incident. As Michele explained, 
Essex Police have eight dedicated tele-
phone lines for their  Casualty Bureau – if 
the full capacity of NMAT is brought  
together, it provides 800 lines.  
    The system failed however on the night 
of the Manchester Arena attack. In accord-
ance with the NMAT arrangements, the 
Greater Manchester Police Casualty  
Bureau Manager attempted to activate the 
N-MAT facility but this was unsuccessful 
due to a problem with the technical infra-
structure of the system - a single national 
telephone number could not be allocated 
for the incident, while the facility was not 
available for other police forces’ Casualty 
Bureaus to be called upon to assist with 
call taking.  
  As a consequence, GMP’s call-taking 
capacity was restricted for several hours to 
those staff physically located within its 
own Casualty Bureau. During this time, a 
local (0161) number with limited capacity 
was utilised in the absence of a national 
(0800) number. As the subsequent 
Kerslake Review put it, there was a 
‘catastrophic failure’ of the system on the 
part of Vodfone (a full report on the issues 

of that night can be found in the Spring 
2018 edition of Resilience). 
  Michelle said that Vodafone had  
apologised for the failings and a full review 
had been carried out to ensure it does not 
happen again.  
 However, she added that pressure on  
Casualty Bureaus during a major incident 
could be reduced by more use of social  
media, particularly through initiatives such 
as the UK Police Major Incident Public 
Reporting site, which can be found at   

 mipp.police.uk/ 

CCS - build 
closer ties  
THE Deputy Director of 
the government’s Civil 
Contingencies  
Secretariat Dr Rob 
MacFarlane was wel-
comed to the Study 
Day, giving a presenta-
tion and joining in the 
debates. His main thrust was on looking 
at ways  to build closer ties between the 
EPS and the CCS.  

EPC - new  
priorities 
The Study day wel-
comed Deborah  
Higgins, the new Head 
of the Emergency  
Planning College at 
Easingwold. Deborah 
said the college’s  
priorities were to deliv-
er high quality and 
effective learning.  
Areas they were look-
ing to develop further was to move more to 
off-site delivery to fit around people’s work 
commitments, and develop more certifica-
tion and qualifications.  

NMAT still vital despite 
Manchester problems 

 

 

Many thanks! 
There was a bouquet and many thanks to 
Emma Stanley who helped Dr Lucy 
Easthope pull the successful event   
together.  

◼ A full report on the 
Vodafone issue is in the 

Spring edition of Resilience 

CHRIS ABBOTT  
 
As Resilience was going to press, the EPS  
was saddened to hear of the death of long-
standing member Chris Abbott.  
 
Chris sadly passed away on 14 November,  
surrounded by his family, after a battle  
with cancer. 
 
His funeral will take place on Thursday 8  
December at St Mary’s Church, Old Basing, RG24 7DG. His family 
has asked that in lieu of flowers, donations be made to Cancer  
Research UK. 
 
A full tribute to Chris’s long-term contribution to emergency  
planning will be carried in the next issue of Resilience.  
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DR LUCY Easthope - who with the help of 
research assistant Emma Stanley had  
developed and organised the EPS AGM and 
Study Day – led on the ‘post card’ analysis 
on future ideas for the EPS.  
  Delegates were invited to put their thoughts 
and ideas for the EPS on a postcard through-
out the day and deliver it to the Study Day 
post box. Towards the end of the day, the 
postcards were analysised and these key 
points emerged of what members wanted: 
• Modernise the Continual Professional  
   Development process 
• Look at e-learning modules for the CPD 
• More joint meetings and workshops  
   between EPS Branches and Professional     
   Working Groups 
• Sharing recommendations for useful 

books, literature and research 
• More branding of the EPS, such as T-shirts 

or hoodies, to help ‘fly the EPS banner 
high’.  

  In closing the conference, chair Jacqui 
Semple said the event had given the EPS “…
excellent ideas to think about. It is clear we 
are all on the same page.” 
  In concluding the conference, she told the 
delegates: “Thank you for being here for the 
EPS, for supporting the EPS, and believing 
in the EPS. This is just the start.” 

‘This is just 
the start’ 

Salisbury - lessons 
for local authorities 

ALISTAIR Cunningham, Corporate Direc-
tor at Salisbury council, had just driven to 
France for a well-earned holiday. As soon as 
he arrived at his destination, he received a 
phone call – and immediately drove all the 
way back home again.   
  On the evening of 4 March, Sergei Skirpal 
– a former Russian spy who defected to the 
UK – and his daughter Yulia were poisoned 
in Salisbury after coming into contact with a 
nerve agent.  
  Addressing the EPS National Study Day, 
Alistair said this was not the kind of emer-
gency you expected to encounter when 
working for a local authority. They had 
entered the world of international espionage. 
He outlined the important lessons learned 
from the incident.  
  The nerve agent was identified as  
Novichock, which intelligence agencies  
believe to be of the type produced in  
Russia’s Shikhany military facility. Porton 
Down say the nerve agent was of a type that 
could only be produced by a ‘State player’.   
   Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey was left in 
a serious condition too after going to the 
Skirpal’s aid on the night – 21 other people 
who had been in the vicinity were also  
treated.   
  Warnings were sent out to the 500 or so 
people in Salisbury who may have come 
into contact with the Skirpals that night, 
calling on them to wash the clothes they 
wore that night thoroughly. For items need-
ing dry cleaning, the local authority called 
on them to put them in plastic bags to await 

collection by the council.  
  Four months later in Amesbury,  seven 
miles from Salisbury, on 30 June Dawn 
Sturgess and her partner found a discarded 
perfume bottle in a park. She sprayed some 
of the liquid on her wrist – tragically, it was 
the Novichock dumped by the would-be 
assassins, and Dawn was killed by the  
poison, while her partner was left  
critically ill.  
  After the initial incident, the emergency 
services established a Strategic Co-
ordinating Group (SCG) to oversee the re-
sponse. A Recovery Co-ordination Group 
(RCG) was soon also set up, chaired by 
Alistair. The impact of the attack on Salis-
bury had an immediate effect, with the num-
ber of people visiting Salisbury dropping by 
2,000 a day - Salisbury was not expected to 
get back to normal until the summer of next 
year.  
  Alistair stressed that the RCG had no com-

mand or control 
over the SCG; the 
handling of the 
incident was the 
responsibility of 
the SCG. But the 
RCG shadowed 
the work of the 
SCG, co-
ordinating their 
actions with them.  
  Over 200 decon-
tamination experts 
from the Military 
were brought in to 
carry out a ‘deep 
clean’ of all areas 
where contamina-
tion by the No-
vichock was possi-
ble. Alistair said 
one of the pieces 
of luck for Salis-
bury was that it 
was a military 
town, while 
“Porton Down is 
on our doorstep.” 

◼ Alistair Cunningham addressing the Study Day - ‘it was not the kind of 
emergency you expected when working for a local authority’ 

 

◼ Dr Lucy Easthope lead the discussions 
on the way forward for the EPS 

 
One of the ‘pieces of luck’ for 

Salisbury was that it is a military 

town with close links to Porton 

Down - local people had many 

links with both institutions, so 

were not unduly alarmed by the 

CBRN activities  in the town 

 

 For more pictures of the National 

Study Day, see page 23 
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Therefore, the local people – many of whom 
have ties with both institutions – were not 
unduly alarmed at the spectacle. 
  This first use since World War II of a mili-
tary grade nerve agent as an act of aggres-
sion on a sovereign country in Europe since 
World War II, followed the murder of Alex-
ander Litvinenko in 2006.   
  Litvinenko, a former Russian FSB agent, 
was poisoned in London with radioactive 
Polonium 210. Again, there was a massive 
decontamination operation at all the venues 
visited by Litvinenko on the night of the 
attack.  
  Over 1,100 concerned people who were in 
the vicinity contacted the then Health  
Protection Agency, of which eight were 
referred for further treatment.  
  Alistair said important lessons from the 

Litvinenko murder were 
passed onto Salisbury. He 
said at the initial first 
stages of the RCG meet-
ings, they had to think 
‘what do we need?’ and 
they could turn to the 
Litvinenko experience, 
particularly the processes 
of taking over buildings 
to be decontaminated and 
then handing them back 
to their owners.  
  However, he also out-
lined three areas which 
had caused the local au-
thority issues around the 
recovery operation: 
 
Mutual aid: many near-
by local authorities had 
offered help and exper-
tise, which was greatly 
needed by Salisbury. But 
Salisbury found that other 
local authorities and 
agencies were offering 
people for short periods 
only, which began to 
become an obstacle for 
consistent work. Alistair 
said: “If you cannot offer 
someone for more than a 
month, then don’t bother. 
We want people for the 
long term.” 
 

Security: this was major 
headache, as local authorities are under-
standably not geared up for the world of 
counter-espionage. Firstly, council   
employees needed for the response were not 
Security Cleared to the levels required by the 
military and Security Services, which caused 
delays in sorting out.  
  Secondly, local authority IT procedures are 
not at the same level as for the Security  
Services . As is high level security prac-
tice, little is committed to electronic 
data, which could be under threat from 
being hacked. However, as Alistair 
explained, “This meant we didn’t have 
access to our own IT for all that day to 
day data you need.”  
  Alistair said he could understand how-
ever why there had to be such levels of 
security – he said Salisbury council’s IT 
firewall had faced over 90,000 cyber 
attacks since March, the vast majority 
of them from overseas.  
 
Log keeping: keeping a log of what 
you did and why you did it is essential 
for such a complex, high level security 
and diplomatic incident, with an ongo-
ing investigation that will probably lead 
to prosecutions and inquiries at some 
time in the future. As Alistair said: “In 
two years time, will I remember why I 
did this or that?” 

 
  Two other key lessons were working with 
both the community and the media. On com-
munity engagement, they kept it non-
political as, as Alistair put it, “…recovery is 
a non-political issue”. He said they had 
meetings of around 200 local people at the 
beginning of the incident, but this was begin-
ning to fall away, with around 70 people at 
the most recent meeting held. But he added 
that such engagement was still important as 
the people who attend are good conduits of 
information back into the community.  
  On the media, he said one lesson was the 
importance of media training before  
incidents take place – “we had our media 
training on the job”. He said: “Do give the 
media what they want. But agree your key 
messages with your partners, and then stick 
to those key messages.” 
  He said that because they were open with 
the media, it helped when they faced the 
death of Dawn Sturgess, four months later. 
He said: “This was the most difficult period. 
The media said to us: ‘You have been telling 
us it was safe outside of the cordons. How 
could this have happened?’ All we could say 
is that we followed all the scientific advice 
we had been given. The only alternative 
would have been to close down the city  
completely.  
  “Because we had been co-operative with 
the media from the start, they understood the 
situation and reported the issues  
responsibly.” 

 

 

 
There had to be strict levels of 

security - Salisbury council’s IT 

firewall has faced over 90,000 

cyber attacks since March, the 

vast majority of them from  

overseas 

 
Nearby local authorities offered 

mutual aid, but released staff for 

short periods only. 

Salisbury found this became an 

obstacle - they needed  people 

for the long term, for at least 

over a month  

◼ The attack put 
Salisbury under the 
spotlight, which 
continues to this 
day 
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I encourage all those with an interest in community recovery 
to take a look at our report which can be found on our website 

www.foresightsolutions.net  
 
Or by contacting me at  

david@foresightsolutions.net.  
 
It is also available in the EPC library.  

EMERGENCY SERVICES SHOW 

THE UK’s largest event for the  
emergency services, the Emergency  
Services Show has reported record 
growth in attendance for 2018.  
  The free-to-visit event took place at the 

NEC, Birmingham on 19 - 20 September and 
attracted a total of 8,348 visitors and buyers, 
representing a record ten per cent increase 
on its previous highest attendance in 2017. 
   Over 2,500 of the show’s visitors attended 
the programme of 90 CPD seminars running 
in four theatres.  
  Among the most popular sessions were: 
Against All Odds – the Cave Rescue in Thai-
land in Lessons Learnt and Interoperability, 
Digital Transformation and the Connected 
Responder, a walk-through seminar in the 
Technology programme.  
  Dr Owen Jackson, of the Civil  
Contingencies Secretariat at the Cabinet 
Office delivered the well-attended keynote in 
the Collaboration Theatre Global Britain:    
The UK’s International Civil Protection 
Priorities and the Role of Resilience  
Practitioners.  
  Among the most popular session in the 
Health and Wellbeing Theatre was Better 
Mental Health in the Emergency Services, 
given by Mind Blue Light as well as sessions 
on PTSD, an issue which has seen height-
ened awareness thanks to the success of the 
BBC drama The Bodyguard. 
   “Among the strongest new trends at this 
year’s show have been the growing im-
portance of collaboration between services 
regionally, nationally and internationally and 
the emergence of technology as a key enabler 
of enhanced efficiency and effectiveness in 
operations,” said event director David 
Brown.  
  “New launches from Excelerate Technolo-
gy, Primetech, PCE and many others demon-
strated the exciting future role for connected 
vehicles among our emergency services.” 
   Exhibitors remarked on the volume of  

◼ William Read of the West Midlands branch 
organised the EPS stand for the event. He is seen 
here with fellow EPS members Jawaid Akhtar 
and Debbie Lewis - many EPS members who 
visited the show took a stint on the stand.  

 

Best yet: attendance 
soars to over 8,000 

‘New York’s Finest’ up for hire 
WANT to give your services open day something a bit different? There was an  
impressive stand held by ‘Rentapolicecar’, with an array of ‘New York’s finest’. The 
company’s day to day business is hiring out police cars from many areas of the world – 
though the NYPD vehicles are the most popular – for weddings, birthdays, proms etc. 
But the police in France often hire them too when they hold open days about the police 
service, as it is a good pull to get the public in. The company also carry out charitable 
work, providing a free special treat for mainly vulnerable children facing life changing 
health issues.  Go to: www.rentapolicecar.co.uk 

 

http://www.foresightsolutions.net
mailto:david@foresightsolutions.net
https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.deliveryengine.agilitypr.com%2Fwf%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DSqfwv1QZ6Z1KPc6L-2FDlKe-2FjMupWugO2mLP2ugxdsTeXgm74LxubMFlFRaETBHmKl_c15wzsTjHxe8YqABEdYAo8-2BkI2L3IFj8IT8WPE-2FNvx62gLQyZPkrYtPRunAc5uVoc
https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.deliveryengine.agilitypr.com%2Fwf%2Fclick%3Fupn%3DSqfwv1QZ6Z1KPc6L-2FDlKe-2FjMupWugO2mLP2ugxdsTeXgm74LxubMFlFRaETBHmKl_c15wzsTjHxe8YqABEdYAo8-2BkI2L3IFj8IT8WPE-2FNvx62gLQyZPkrYtPRunAc5uVoc
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EMERGENCY SERVICES SHOW 

ONE of the rewards 
of attending a  
networking event 
such as the ESS are 
the little ‘Stanley and 
Livingstone’  
moments that can 
happen.  
 
Chris Garsden,  
Director of Yorkshire 
Search and Rescue, 
had approached the 
EPS stand saying he 
wanted to re-
establish contact with 
the EPS, and had 
been trying to con-
tact the Yorkshire & 
Humber branch.  
   
As if by magic, EPS member  
Darren Nugent of South Yorkshire  
Police suddenly appeared at the stand. 
Both discovered they had  
often spoken to each other  
operationally over the phone but had 
never met.  

Hopefully, a new relationship between 
Yorkshire SAR and the EPS will now 
develop further.  

 

 

 ◼ Chris Garsden of Yorkshire SAR (right) 
exchanges details with Darren Nugent of 
South Yorkshire Police, while EPS member 
Lisa Davies does her stint on the EPS stand  

traffic to their stands, and the quality of the 
visitors, while visitors commented on the 
value they got from a day at the show in 
terms of product knowledge, learning and 
networking.  
   Oliver North, Managing Director,  
Rosenbauer UK said: “The show has been 
fantastic. The footfall on the first day was 
absolutely manic. From start to finish we 
were speaking to existing and future custom-
ers non-stop.” 
   “It is a really great show. You can expect 
the very best of the emergency services, the 
best kit, the most experienced people to tell 
you the truth, the nitty gritty, everyone is 
very open and honest and it is a great chance 
to learn from each other. That’s the biggest 
take away for me – the opportunity to reflect 
and learn with everyone,” said Helen 
Turner, Resilience Planning and Business 
Continuity Co-ordinator, British Transport 
Police. 
“This is the eleventh show we have done and 
probably the best we have ever had in terms 
of the quality of the customers - and the 
interest has been absolutely phenomenal,” 
said Julian Williams, Strategic Business 
Development Director, Steroplast 
Healthcare. 
   “I have to say that this year has been  
exceptional. The number of people coming 
past the stand, the right sort of people for us 
to talk to has just been remarkable. We’ve 
had a superb show. It is a real working envi-
ronment and a superb forum for recognising 
that you are part of something much bigger,” 
said Jon Hall, Managing Director, Resili-
ence Advisors Network. 
   Resilience Advisor Rut Erdelyi, who pre-
sented an excellent session on psychological 
support for call handlers in the International 
Collaboration Forum, thanked the  
Emergency Services Show on Twitter  
saying: “You have created a truly unique 
platform where the helpers, doers and  
solution-creators meet to make sure there is a 
safer future for all.” 
   The indoor and outdoor exhibition featured 
over 450 exhibiting companies including 
leading names in vehicles and fleet, commu-
nications, technology, medical equipment 
and supplies, firefighting equipment, search 
and rescue, extrication, water rescue, first 
response, protective clothing and uniforms, 
vehicle equipment, training, community 
safety and station facilities.  
  Over 90 companies and organisations were 
exhibiting at the Show for the first time, 
ensuring there was plenty new to discover 
for regular visitors. 
 

A VALUABLE asset for the emergency services is the Fire and Rescue  
Support Service (FARSS).  Jane Armer and Peter Wrenshall were on hand 
at the ESS to explain how the Charity can access and provide empty proper-
ties for training and exercising whether offices, factories or warehouses. To 
find out more go to farss.org.uk 

‘Dr Livingstone, I presume?’ 
 

    The Emergency Services 
Show returns to Hall 5 at the 

NEC, Birmingham on  
 

18-19 September 2019 
  

www.emergencyuk.com 

https://eur04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.deliveryengine.agilitypr.com%2Fwf%2Fclick%3Fupn%3Dd9-2BFYjaeldrNo9NO9IdWaPIlwxu-2BQb7lOg5zXB4tmvHMVvqmZRJh-2FrhTGXX6-2Fyla_c15wzsTjHxe8YqABEdYAo8-2BkI2L3IFj8IT8WPE-2FNvx62gLQyZPkrYtPRunAc5
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SARTISS  

OVER 1,400 delegates attended this year’s 
SARTISS conference in Romania, which 
celebrated the 10th anniversary of the event.  
  It co-incided with the 25th anniversary of 
the formation of SMURD – the "Serviciul 
Mobil de Urgențǎ, Reanimare și 
Descarcerare", which means Mobile  
Emergency Service for Resuscitation and 
Extrication. 
  The development of SMURD was from a 
humble beginning, very much inspired by a 
young Palestinian refugee to Romania, Dr 
Raed Arafat. An anethatist, Dr Arafat could 
see the burning need for such an organisation 
as Romania emerged blinking after the 1989 
revolution and the fall of communism.  
  With help from the German Red Cross, he 
purchased a used emergency vehicle with a 
defibrillator and resuscitation kit, and drove 
it back to Romania. The idea for such a ser-
vice was born, and after 25 years it is lauded 
by health emergency responders around the 
world, complete with multi-service respond-
er teams, training centres and helicopters.  
  Although only becoming a Romanian  
citizen in 1998, Dr Arafat rose to become the 
Minister for Health, a position he holds to-
day. In 2012, the then Romanian President 
blocked Dr Arafat’s health plans and  
publicly berated him on live TV, forcing Dr 
Arafat to resign. There were riots and pro-
tests throughout Romania and within a week 
he was reinstated.  
  Alongside the development of SMURD, the 
annual SARTISS conference and workshops 
assisted that development, by becoming a 
forum for international visitors to share  
ideas, best practice and lessons learned from 
across the globe.  

  Amongst the international network devel-
oped around SARTISS is Ian Cameron, 
Chair of the EPS South West branch. For 
this year’s anniversary event, Ian made a 
short commemorative film: at the first event 
a decade earlier, the lack of resources was 
demonstrated at an exercise where firefight-
ers could only tape up their eyes to replicated  
 

working in dense smoke.  
  Ten years on, Romania is now recoginised 
by both NATO and the European Union as 
the European leaders in telemedicine, virtual 
reality support tools, and is leading on the 
EU ‘EMT3’ project which is developing a 
Modular Field Hospital which can be shared 
by all EU nations.  

◼ The SMURD has gone from humble beginnings to now being recognised by both NATO  
and the EU as European leaders in telemedicine .ABOVE LEFT: the popular health Minister, Dr Raed 
Arafat. BELOW LEFT: EPS South West branch chair Ian Cameron, addressing the conference.  

SARTISS celebrates 10 years of 
innovation and success 

 
The ‘Erosion’ 
AFTER the conference, delegates had the 
chance to visit a typical example of one of 
the main problems for Romania - soil ero-
sion.  
  The nature of the soil means it is  
easily washed away during floods or when 
battered by strong winds, a  
major issue for a country with the most 
farms in Europe.  
 
 
RIGHT:  a whole side of a mountain has 
disappeared in the Vartop region.  
BELOW: International delegates and hosts 
on the site visit. 
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SARTISS 

THERE was a key discussion at SARTISS 
on medical assistance to children, presented 
by Luc Ronchi from Saint-Nazaire hospital 
in France. 
  He outlined some of the lessons they had 
learnt from a major exercise in 2011, based 
on a CBRN event with 300 casualties.  
  He said the medical model always  
assumed the ‘ideal victim’ – it did not factor 
in panic and always seemed to assume  
patients always had good mobility.  
  In particular, working with children was  
totally different. There were issues around 
emotional contact and of course obedience, 
in what can be a terrifying experience.  
  The big problem though was pharmalogic 
dosage – there was a big risk of over-
dosing. This had been brought home, Luc 
said, after a major fire in Paris: although 
five children were rescued, three then suf-
fered cardiac arrest after being given too 
high a dosage.  
  They survived but it was a warning that the 
medical profession must understand pediat-
ric dosage – he said a “tenfold error” margin 
was possi-
ble, and 
they must 
learn 
weight 
ratios to 
dosage, 
while IV 
access was 
difficult.  

GEORGE Manea, from the Romanian 
Department for Emergency Situations, 
said his organisation had prioritised seven 
key areas to prepare for:  
 
• Continuity of government 
• Food and water distribution 
• Transport 
• Energy 
• Communications  
• Dealing with Mass Casualties 
• Uncontrolled mass movements of  
   people 
   
He outlined how they were developing 
community resilience – a ‘Civil Society 
Roadmap’ – looking at  
several areas of civilian response groups 
to major incidents, namely: 
• Search and Rescue dogs 
• Social Workers 
• Red Cross 
• Disaster Relief Charities 
• Aero-spatial research 
• Emergency accommodation 
• Amateur radio volunteers 
• 4x4 vehicle volunteers.  

AN oft discussion at SARTISS  
conference is the training of retained  
firefighters, on which many of the more 
remote areas of Europe depend.  
  Firefighter Michel Zewald of the  
Netherlands, said 18 per cent of the coun-
tries firefighters were now part time  
volunteers, and with only 80 hours a year 
allowed for training, how could they be 
motivated?  
  Kevin Lennon, a long term professional 
firefighter with the Scottish Fire and Res-
cue Service, and now with the UK Rescue 
Organisation (UKRO), suggested  
e-learning on basic training was the key.  
  During his time in the Scottish Highlands, 
to organise training for retained firefighters 
on the Scottish islands could take three 
days – one day to fly them to the mainland, 
a day’s training and then another day to fly 
them back, with a reciprical arrangement 
for the full time firefighters sent to provide 
cover – a costly and time-consuming  
operation.  
 He said the UKRO had launched the 
UKRO Academy which provided e-
learning modules for firefighters, which 
beside providing the framework for basic 
training, also allowed continual profession-
al development which helped with 
knowledge and skills retention: they were 
available on line for 24/7 viewing.  

Using e-learning to train 
retained firefighters 

The problem with 
drug dosages for 
children 

◼ Dr Luc Ronchi of the Saint-Nazaire 
hospital 

◼ Kevin Lennon of the UK Rescue Organisation 
explains new developments in e-learning. 

 Ideas for the ‘Civil Society Roadmap’ 

◼ One of the many Social Workers at the 
conference - in many European countries they 
are an integral part of the emergency response 



Who were the Provo’s? 

ASH CLOUDS 
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CONCERNS are growing over a possible 
new volcanic eruption in Iceland that could 
overshadow the 2010 Eyjafjallajokull event, 
which caused havoc with air traffic across 
Europe.  
  Icelandic and British scientists are current-
ly closely monitoring the appropriately 
named giant volcano Katla – Icelandic for 
‘kettle’ or ‘boiler’ – as it is beginning to 
emit carbon monoxide on a huge scale.  
  Airborne monitoring has shown that Katla 
is one of the largest volcanic sources of CO2 
in the world, accounting for five per cent of 
total global volcanic emissions out of the 
1,500 volcanoes around the world that are 
currently active.   
  Large emissions of CO2 from volcanoes 
indicates that its magma chambers are  
beginning to fill up, the usual precursor for 
an eruption.  
  Scientists say that if Katla does erupt, the 
ash plume could be more than three times as  
great as Eyjafjallajokull. 
 
 
 
 

  Evgenia Ilyinskaya, a research Fellow at 
the Institute of Geophysics and Tectonics at 
Leeds University, said: “It is well known 
from other volcanoes , for example in  
Hawaii and Alaska, that CO2 emissions 
increase weeks or years ahead of eruptions.    
  This is a clear sign we need to keep a close 
eye on Katla. She isn’t just doing nothing, 
and these findings confirm that there is 
something going on” (Sunday Times, 23 
September 2018).  
  Katla last erupted in 1918, and previously 
had erupted on a roughly 50 year cycle. 
Sarah Barsotti, of the Icelandic Meteorologi-
cal Office, told the Sunday Times: “There is 
no way of telling when it will erupt, just that 
it will.” 

LOOK OUT! 

The kettle 
is coming 
to the boil 

 
If Katla does erupt as scientists 

are now predicting, the ash 

plume  could be three times  

greater than the Eyjafjallajokull 

event  in 2010.  

◼ There are 1,500 active volcanoes around 
the world. Of the total CO2 they emit, Katla 
accounts for five percent of it 
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 THE Eyjafjallajokull eruption in 2010 
caused havoc to the airline industry across 
the world, leaving 10 million people  
stranded for over a week.  
  It collectively cost airlines $1.7 billion in 
lost revenue, while airports suffered around 
a £220 million loss. 
  It impacted on economies across the world:  
• air fuel demand fell by 1.2 million barrels 

a day 
• countries heavily reliant on tourism such 

as Kenya and Turkey saw their currencies 
drop in value 

• the OECD said the ‘ash week’ cost the 
European economy $5 billion 

• PricewaterhouseCooper said the event 
knocked up to half a percent off the annual 
GDP in the UK  

  Europe was the hardest hit region of the 
world, with flights cut by over 75 per cent, 
the worst affected areas being the UK,  
Ireland and Finland, where flights were cut 
by 95 percent.   
  The impact was worldwide, with air travel 
capacity being cut by 30 per cent in Africa, 
20 per cent in the Middle East, and 15 per 
cent in the rest of the world.  
  There were some winners however. The 
hotel trade was compensated for the loss of 
incoming tourists by accommodating the 10 
million stranded passengers. Also, ironical-
ly, while one volcanic island wreaked havoc, 
another one further south – the Azores – saw 

air traffic boom due to flight diversions.  

THERE have actually been no known air 
crashes caused by volcanic ash clouds, but 
that is mainly because no one in their right 
mind would fly into one.  
  There have been plenty of close shaves 
however.  
  The U.S. Department of the Interior com-
missioned the U.S. Geological Survey to 
investigate such incidents and they found 
that between 1953 and 2009, there had been 
79 such encounters, 26 of them considered 
‘significant’ (Encounters of Aircraft with 
Volcanic Ash Clouds: A Compilation of 
Known Incidents, 1953–2009 - https://
pubs.usgs.gov/ds/545/DS545.pdf).  
  In the significant incidents, the planes were 
saved by the pilots managing to re-start  
engines. 
  A volcanic ash cloud contains abrasive 
materials that can damage all surfaces when 
flown into at speed.  
  The main problem is for jet engines. Beside 
the damage to jet engine turbine compressor 
blades on impact, the melting temperature 
for the silicate materials in an ash cloud are 
lower than the combustion temperatures in 
jet engines, so it melts – however, when the 
material re-solidifies in cooler parts of the 

engine, in turns into a glass like material, 
clogging air filters and fuel nozzles; it can 
coat fuel system temperature sensors causing 
false readings; and can contaminate oil  
systems. 
  For the exterior of the plane, the abrasive 
ash material can scratch or crack wind-
screens and landing lights, interfere with 
navigation systems, and plug the external 
systems that monitor airspeed, an essential 
piece of information for a 
pilot.  
  The static discharged 
by an ash cloud can 
also garble radio  
transmissions.  
  So flying through ash 
clouds is not an option 
any airline operator is 
going to contemplate.  
  It is not just the safety 
of the passengers, 
which is obviously 
paramount, but also the 
costs for repairs.  
  One of the incidents 
investigated by the 
USGS was of a four-

engine plane in 1989 over Alaska . It flew 
into the eruption of the Redoubt volcano, 
which caused all four  
engines to shut down.  
  The pilot managed to restart them and 
saved the plane and crew – but the cost of 
repairs to the aircraft totalled $150 million. 

The cost to the 
economy of 
Eyjafjallajokull  

◼ In the UK, Ireland and Finland, the ash cloud from Eyjafjallajokull saw 95 per cent of all 
flights cancelled for nearly a week 

◼ Ash clouds can carry tons of abrasive material 

The destructive power of ash clouds 

 

ASH CLOUDS 

https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/545/DS545.pdf
https://pubs.usgs.gov/ds/545/DS545.pdf
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AS BREXIT approaches – in whatever form –  
emergency planners are being tasked to assess the 
impact on various sectors.  
  The government has asked the Civil Contingencies 
Secretariat to look at the UK’s readiness in the 
event of a ‘no deal’ Brexit. 
  The London Resilience Forum meanwhile has 
been instructed by the Mayor of London, Sadiq 
Khan, to assess the impact on the country’s capital 
city, in particular the areas of: 

• Access to medicines 
• Food and energy supplies 
• The maintenance of medical care 
• The maintenance of law and order 

With all the rhetoric and speculation that has  
accompanied Brexit, much of what has to be dealt 
with is unknown.  
  The main concerns about a sudden ‘no deal’  
Brexit are over imports of essential supplies, and 
chaos and confusion at border control points,  
leading to huge lorry queues and  
transport gridlock.  
  But what could be the long term impact of Brexit 
on the key sectors for emergency planners?  
 
Resilience takes to the crystal ball  
to have a look… 



BREXIT 
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IN terms of the resilience sector, the impact 
of Brexit looks possibly set to be more of a 
long term effect on the operational capacity 
of the key services, although this assumes 
that current agreements enjoyed as part of 
the European Union will not be replaced by 
something similar.  
  Here are some of the key areas of concern: 
 

HEALTH SECTOR 

Incident management 
The big concern being highlighted is about 
the free-flow of medicines during major 
virus or disease outbreaks.  
  The Association of the British  
Pharmaceutical Industry and the Bioindustry 
Association has pointed out that the EU’s 
Incident Management Plan is triggered  
between nine and 10 times each year on big 
public health issues, and how the shared 
experience is effective when dealing with 
crises such as the Zika virus threat.  
  They say that unless current mechanisms 
are replaced with something similar, there 
could be delays of several months in sharing 
information about drug safety or adverse 
medical events – they say that delays in com-
munication could lead to delays in action.  
  Last year, the Association’s Chief  
Executive, Mike Thompson explained that: 
“A swift co-operation agreement between the 
EU and the UK on medicines is the only way 
to ensure that there is no disruption to 500 
million patients accessing the best possible 
healthcare and getting the medicines they 
need” (Financial Times, 12 December, 
2017).  
 
Disease prevention 
The UK will also need to find a way to con-
tinue its current relationship with the EU 
operated European Centre for Disease  
Prevention and Control, which has been 
effective in the surveillance and early warn-
ing of communicable diseases, facilitating 

rapid sharing about potential pandemics, as it 
did around such events as the H1N1 virus, 
and efforts to combat anti-microbial re-
sistance.  
 
Research and Development 
There are concerns too for the funding of 
medical research and development. While 
the UK contributed substantial funds into the 
EU’s coffers for this area – 5.4 billion Euros 
between 2007-2013 (Office of National Sta-
tistics) – it has been quite successful in bid-
ding for and winning substantial sums back; 
for the same period it received 8.8 billion 
Euros for research and development from the 
EU. Of course, this possible loss could be 
compensated by funds from the ‘Brexit  
Dividend’. 
 
Staffing levels 
For health care chiefs the main long term 
concern is staffing. There are around 55,000 
EU nationals working in the NHS and 
80,000 EU nationals in the adult social care 
sector. They of course will not disappear 
overnight, while the government has been 
making positive noises about retaining 
skilled EU nationals.  
  However, in other sectors – in agriculture in 
particular – there has already been a steady 
drop in the number of EU nationals coming 
to work in the UK: this has resulted not so 
much from concerns about Brexit, but the 
fall in the strength of the Pound against the 
Euro, following the Brexit vote, and which 
fell again another 1 per cent after the Prime 
Minister’s announcement of the ‘Deal’ on 15 
November.    
  Health care chiefs already have difficulties 
recruiting and retaining staff, particularly in 
the low paid adult social care sector, so if 
working in the UK becomes a less attractive 
option to EU nationals, in terms of freedom 
of movement, constitutional rights and the 
economy, there could be a steady drain to 
other EU countries, exasperating existing 
staff shortages in the UK. 
 

 
POLICING 
The main concern for police services is the 
possible loss of access to EU databases, the 
European Arrest Warrant System and full 
membership of Europol. The Association of 
Police and Crime Commissioners – which 
formed a cross-Party working group on 
Brexit – has said that 32 law enforcement 
and national security measures dependent on 
EU membership are currently used on a daily 
basis in the UK.  

  Brexit does not mean UK policing will 
necessarily loose these mechanisms – non-
EU Norway actively engages in most of 
these organisations and agreements. But until 
there is an agreement in place, police  
services fear there will be substantial delays 
to investigations in terms of data sharing – in 
particular DNA, fingerprint, vehicle  
registration, criminal records and wanted or 
missing persons – which currently can be 
achieved in minutes because of the formal 
links.   
 
 

ENERGY 
Oil and gas 
This could be a vulnerable area, as the UK is 
no longer self-sufficient in meeting its own 
heat and power demands. As such it is  
susceptible to fluctuations in international 
supply of oil and gas, and “even the smallest 
change in energy imports could have a dra-
matic effect.” Generally, there are concerns 
that whatever the final detail of the EU exit 
terms, the UK will be “more peripheral to 
EU energy markets which will mean higher 
prices and more unreliable supply” (Durham 
Energy Institute, quoted in Energy Voice, 14 
September 2018).  
 
Reserves 
This could be compounded by the UK being 
no longer subject to the EU Directive  
requiring certain levels of emergency oil 
stocks to be held. Without an agreement, the 
energy industry would still be bound by the 
International Energy Agency oil stocking 
obligations, but these levels are  
slightly lower.    
  Given the economic pressures outlined 
above that could face the global energy  
companies operating in the UK, they could 
increasingly revert to the ‘just in time’  
production model and accept the IEA levels, 

The ‘ifs, buts and 
maybes’ for the  
resilience sector 
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rather than the current EU ones, meaning 
less reserve stocks available in crises, such 
as another severe winter. It should be  
remembered that during the nationwide 
‘white out’ in 2010, there were points where 
only 4-5 days’ worth of fuel supplies were 
available. 
 
Nuclear 
The nuclear industry fares better in terms of 
agreements, as it is one step ahead. The UK 
has already passed legislation that the Office 
for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) can oversee 
domestic safeguards – rather than the EU 
body, Euratom. The ONR has already signed 
a new international agreement with the  
International Atomic Energy Agency, so the 
new ONR regime is not dependent on there 
being any type of deal with the EU or  
Euratom.  
 

 

FIRE SERVICE 
In terms of regulation, there will be little 
impact on the fire services and authorities, 
as the UK already had introduced the Regu-
latory Reform (Fire Safety) Order which 
came into effect in October 2006, which was 
very much EU driven in the first place. This 
was the result of ‘business friendly’  
deregulation advocated by the EU, and the 
UK was very much ahead of the game as 
many EU states have yet to implement such 
deregulation on fire safety.  
  Any future amendments to the Order will 
have little to do with Brexit, and more to do 
with any recommendations and conclusions 
from the Grenfell Inquiry. 
 
 

DEFENCE AND  
SECURITY 
The main agreement within the EU concern-
ing security is the Common Security and 
Defence Policy (CSDP). This however 
mainly affects those EU Member States with 
cross border security interests. Thus the 
UK’s security contribution to this is quite 
low-level, being the fifth largest contributor 

to military CSDP missions, and only the 
seventh in contributing to civilian CSDP 
operations. Therefore Brexit and withdrawal 
from the CSDP will have little impact.  
 
Intelligence 
In terms of Intelligence and Security, co-
operation will continue regardless of Brexit, 
as it is in the joint interests of all democratic 
states. Aside from policing concerns over 
the possible loss of quick access to Europol 
assets etc, the UK has always used other 
platforms, having – regardless of the EU – 
bi-lateral agreements with both France and 
Germany, as well as the continued, historic 
involvement in the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence 
network of the USA, UK, Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand.  
 
Military 
In terms of military capability, it is the EU 
which is the loser, with the removal of the 
member state with the most experienced and 
capable tri-service armed force, with nuclear 
deterrent capability.  
  The remaining 27 EU Member States now 
have only one member – France – that has 

comparable forces and a nuclear deterrent. 
However of course, the EU is overshadowed 
by NATO, in which the UK’s substantial 
contribution will continue.  
  For the British military, the main concern 
is the indirect economic impact of Brexit. As 
part of the recent National Security Strategy 
and Strategic Defence and Security Review, 
the government committed two per cent of 
British GDP to defence spending. Given the 
economic forecasts on Brexit, the GDP may 
be lower than expected, and thus less money 
available for the armed forces, at a time 
when all arms of the service are complaining 
of reduced capacity.  
  In addition, much defence spending  
procurement is conducted in US Dollars – 
therefore the post-Brexit value of the Pound 
against the US Dollar will be vital, if the UK 
is to get adequate ‘bangs for its bucks’. 

 
Intelligence networks will  

continue, but the strength of the 

pound may affect the military’s 

spending power 
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 THAM LUANG RESCUE 

THIS summer one of the most  
incredible emergency operations in 
history took place – the rescue of 12 
teenage boys from the Tham Luang 
cave in Thailand. It became an inter-
national operation in which skilled 
British cave divers played a key role.  
   
 
23 June 
ON 23 June, twelve 11-16 year old members 
of the Wild Boars football team, along with 
their coach, explored the main entrance 
chamber of the cave, which is a popular tour-
ist spot. However, they then began to explore 
further into the cave, unaware that heavy 
Monsoon rain had began to fall, flooding the 
cave and leaving them trapped.  
  The alarm was raised when the boys did not 
return in the evening, and then their aban-
doned bikes were found by the entrance of 
the cave. A search and rescue operation got 
underway. Several of the boys’ items were 

found in the cave and it was concluded they 
were either trapped – or drowned – inside the 
cave. By chance, a local resident –  
experienced British cave diver Vern  
Unsworth who lived in the area and knew 
the Tham Luang cave well – offered his 
services.  
   
25 June 
THE main operation got underway on  
Monday 25 June. The rescuers divided the 
cave system into a series of ‘Chambers’, 
although this may give the impression of a 
vast dry cavern - Chambers 4 – 8 for exam-
ple were merely areas where there was air-
space above the water. The water itself had 
near zero visibility due to silt, little space to  
manoeuvre, plus occasional strong currents, 
and, as the operation escalated, cables from 
previous rescue attempts providing  
dangerous obstacles.  
  The Thai authorities brought in the Royal 
Thai Navy SEALs while Vern contacted the 

British Cave Rescue 
Council, who offered 
specialist help which 
was gratefully accepted 
by the Thai government 
– the Navy SEALs were 
highly skilled in open 
water, but had no experi-
ence of cave diving. 
Rick Stanton and John 

Volanthen from the BCRC were flown over, 
along with support diver Rob Harper who 
had knowledge of the cave system.  
   
2 July 
THE breakthrough came just over a week 
after the boys disappearing. On Monday 2 
July, Rick and John managed to explore as 
far as what became known as ‘Chamber 9’, 
to find the boys and their coach alive and 
well, marooned on a sandbank.  
  The pair laid a cable back to base, and  
seven SEALs then undertook the perilous 
task of swimming supplies to boys, some of 
them staying with them.  
  As Bill Whitehouse, Vice Chair of the 
BCRC, commented: “Overnight, seven Thai 
SEALs dived through to the boys, following 
the line laid by Rich and John. This was an 
incredibly brave thing to do. They were very 
skilled divers, but they had no experience of 
cave diving and lacked the correct specialist 
diving equipment. They were seriously push-
ing the limit of their capabilities” (Mountain 
Rescue, Autumn 2018, issue 66). 
  Now it was known the boys were alive – 
and that they had skilled carers with them 
and the ability to get supplies to them, the 
rescue authorities began to look at the op-
tions of how to get them out. At that stage, 
the diving option was way down the list 
because of the risks involved.  
  The best option looked to be to let them 

 

On finding the boys alive, it was hoped the floods  

would subside allowing them to walk out. But  

Instead it soon became clear that flood levels  

threatened to rise while oxygen was slowly  

but surely running out 

The Great Escape  

The incredible 
Tham Luang 
cave rescue 
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THAM LUANG RESCUE 

◼ The Tham Luang cave entrance - a US 
team stood by to give the rescued boys  
immediate medical attention 

stay put, and hope that, as the Monsoon rains 
subsided alongside an extensive pumping, 
draining and damning operation already 
underway, the waters would subside and 
eventually the boys could simply walk or 
wade to safety.  
  With global media attention now on the 
rescue, many recalled the miraculous rescue 
of the Chilean miners – could the same drill-
ing operation be attempted here?  This was 
soon ruled out. Mine complexes are well 
mapped out – this was not the case for an 
uncharted, rambling cave system. It could 
not be accurately planned on where to start 
drilling. 
  In addition, hundreds of rescue workers had 
been scouring the mountainsides searching 
for any unknown alternative entrances to the 
cave complex: none had been found but what 
had been clear was that to clear an area in the 
hostile terrain for a drilling operation to be 
possible could take months.  
   
4 July 
BUT a shock came on 4 July. The Monsoon 
rain was showing no sign of easing off, and 
despite the continual pumping, there was a 
real danger Chamber 9 could still be flooded.   
  Added to this, tests showed that the oxygen 
content in Chamber 9 was beginning to  
deplete. Oxygen content in the air should be 
at least 21 percent – tests showed it had al-
ready dropped to 15 percent, and of course 
was being replaced by expelled CO2 from 
the boys and now their rescuers too.  
Suddenly a waiting game was not an option.  
  All focus now was on a diving attempt. The 
perils this would entail was brought home to 
everybody when two days later on 6 July, 
Navy SEAL Petty Officer Saman Kunan was 
killed after he got into difficulties upstream  

 
 
 
of Chamber 3.  
  The BCRC sent five more experienced  
cave divers – Jason Mallinson, Chris  
Jewell, Josh Bratchley, Conner Roe and 
Jim Warny, plus a non-diving support team.  
  They also contacted the Australian govern-
ment requesting the help of Craig Chalton 
and Richard ‘Harry’ Harris – ‘Harry’ 
would prove to have a very important role, 
as he is also a trained anesthetist.  
  Preparations were now underway, using a 
local swimming pool and brave young vol-
unteers from the local boys swimming club, 
who offered to be the ‘guinea pigs’ to test 
suitable equipment.  
  The equipment found suitable were positive 
pressure full face masks, plus a handle to be 
attached to the boy’s back, who would also 
be tethered to his rescue diver by a lanyard.  
  It was understood however that for an  
inexperienced young boy, panic 
could be a major and dangerous 
problem.  
  The decision was taken to  
anaesthetise the boys with Ketamine 
before they undertook the perilous 
journey – as the article on page 13 

from the SARTISS conference points out, 
anesthetising young people is fraught with 
danger. However, it was the only viable 
option.  
   
8 July  
The operation got underway on Sunday 8 
July. There was a relay team of 13 divers, 
with other teams at each chamber to ferry the 
boys to the next diver, as well as extra air 
supplies positioned along the route. At the 
main entrance Chamber a specialist US team 
stood ready to get medical support to the 
boys immediately.  
  The first four boys were brought out on the 
first day, another four the next, and the final 
four plus their coach on 10 July. The four 
remaining Navy SEALs who had been  
caring for them, then had to complete the 
hazardous journey until finally everyone was 
out. It had not been without moments of high 
anxiety – at times some boys had to be 
topped up with Ketamine to stop them com-
ing around, with sometimes the drug having 
to be administered under water.  
 As Thailand and the world celebrated, there 
was much praise for the thousands of rescue 
workers who took part in what was  a  
successful international collaboration, with 
specialists not only from Thailand but also 
the UK, USA, Australia and China. It was a 
demonstration of humanity, ingenuity and 
downright bravery at its very best.  
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The diving equipment to be 

used was tested on brave young 

volunteers from the local boys’ 

swimming club, and rehearsed 

in the local swimming pool 

Approx. 2,250 metres 

The Tham Luang cave complex: the situation facing the rescuers 



 

 

OVER 1,400 people were killed and  
thousands remain missing following the 
tsunami in Indonesia on 29 September.  
  The worst hit area was the city of Palu on 
the island Sulawesi. Three tsunami waves 
struck the city just after 6 pm local time, as 
hundreds gathered on the seafront for a 
Beachfront Festival.  
  There has been much criticism of the fail-
ure of Indonesia’s early warning system to 
alert the population, particularly after the 
lessons learnt from the 2004 Boxing Day 
tsunami. Much of the early warning and 
alert system failed.  
  At the EPS National Study Day, Dr Hugh 
Deeming used the ‘Swiss Cheese model’ – 
first outlined in J. Reason’s The Human 
Contribution – to explain the problems faced 
by Greater Manchester Fire Service in their 
response to the Manchester Arena bomb 
attack (see page 5).  The same method can 
be applied to the Indonesian authorities with 
this disaster.  
  The ‘Swiss Cheese Model’ shows how an 
organisation can think it has layers of pro-
tection and security in place. But each layer, 
like a slice of Swiss cheese, has holes in it – 
if you can imagine the slices rotating inde-
pendently, at some point all the holes can 
line up, leaving one gaping hole through 
which disaster can stampede. This is what 
happened in Indonesia.  
 
Hole 1  
 
Early warning technology 
Indonesia has three main lines of defence to 
warn of a tsunami: 
• Seismographic sensors – these record an 

earthquake and determine its location and 

strength.  
• Tidal gauges  - there are 137 around the 

Indonesian island coastlines, which  
   measure changes in sea levels every 15     
   minutes.  
• Floating bouys – these record changes in 

sea movements in deep water, to detect 
evidence of a tsunami. Indonesia has 22 of 
them, which were donated to the country 
by the US, Germany and Malaysia after 
the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami.  

 
  However, the Indonesian Agency for Mete-
orology, Climatology and Geophysics 
(Badan Meteorologi, Klimatologi, dan Geof-
isika or BMKG) admit the systems in place 
are very limited, due to lack of funding and 
the vastness of Indonesia – it is made up of 
13,000 islands covering 1.9 million square 
kilometres. An audit 
of these main layers 
of defence showed: 
 
Seismographic 
sensors – Rahmat 
Triyono, head of the 
BMKG’s Earth-
quake and Tsunami 
Centre, said: “…of 
the 170 earthquake 
sensors we have, we 
only have a mainte-
nance budget for 70 
sensors” (BBC Indo-
nesia, 1 October 
2018). Fortunately, 
the ones that were 
working did pick up 
the earthquake off 
the west coast of Sulawesi.  

 
Tidal gauges – there are 137 of these, far 
inadequate a number to cover coastlines 
created by an archipelago of 13,000 islands. 
The nearest one to Palu was 200 km away. 
Even if there had been one in the bay at 
Palu, the 15 minute sea level check would 
have missed the event: the earthquake struck 
at 18.03, and the first of the three tidal 
waves had struck Palu by 18.10. 
 
Floating buoys – none of these were work-
ing. They have fallen victim to being stolen, 
vandalised or failure though lack of  
maintenance: the countries that donated such 
hi-tech equipment in the urge to help victims 
of the Boxing Day tsunami, should have 
considered their sustainability in a country 
with limited resources.  
 
Hole 2  
 
The ‘wrong kind of earthquake’ 
Normally, tsunamis are generated by a large 
seismic vertical displacement during an 
earthquake. However, this earthquake was 
caused by tectonic plates rubbing against 
each other.  
  Professor Philip Li-fan Liu, of the National  

 ◼ Lessons learnt? Destruction after the Boxing Day tsunami 

PALU TSUNAMI 

Indonesian tsunami - 
how the early warning 
systems failed 

 
◼ The three giant waves hit Palu just seven minutes after the earthquake 
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University of Singapore, said:  “When that 
ruptures it only creates a significant horizon-
tal movement and not much of a vertical 
movement” (BBC Indonesia, 1 October 
2018).  
  Horizontal seismic activity does not pro-
duce such violent wave activity. Indeed, the 
nearest tidal gauge to Palu, 200 km away, 
record just a 2 – 3 inch rise in water levels.  
 
  The earthquake measured a magnitude of 
7.5 (the Boxing Day tsunami earthquake 
measured 9.1) which still did trigger the 
authorities to issue a tsunami warning, pre-
dicting wave heights of 1 foot to 10 foot. 
However, given the low levels they were 
receiving from their tidal gauges it can be 
understood why a catastrophic event was not 
foreseen.  
 
 
Hole 3  
 
The topography of Palu 
Palu lies at the end of a narrow bay. The 
high sides of the coastline have a 
‘funnelling’ effect on a tidal surge,  
amplifying it. Thus, although waves had 
been predicted at between 1 – 10 feet, the 
confined area created three waves of up to 20 
feet high, which had a devastating effect on 
the city.  
 
 
Hole 4  
 
Early warning failure 
The detection of the earthquake at 18.03 did 
trigger Indonesia’s tsunami early warning 
system, which was issued immediately. But 
the early warning system rests on text alerts 
to the public, and coastline sirens.  
  The event demonstrated that text alerts are 
unsuitable for seismic events, as they are 
reliant on a secure infrastructure. The earth-
quake toppled mobile phone communication 

towers and power lines, leaving the people of 
Palu totally unaware of the impending disas-
ter, particularly those already crowded on the 
beach for the Beachfront Festival.  
  Despite Palu being a sizeable city, larger 
than Coventry in the UK for example,  
neither did it have any sirens along the  
coastline.  
  Rahmat Triyono of the BMKG, told the 
BBC: “If we had a tidal gauge or proper data 
in Palu, of course  
it would have been  
better. This is something we must  
evaluate for  
the future.”  

PALU TSUNAMI 

 

◼ Palu - a city larger than Coventry - does not have any siren warning systems 

 
The event demonstrated that 

text alerts are unsuitable for 

seismic events, as they are  

reliant on a secure  

Infrastructure - the earthquake 

toppled mobile phone  

towers and power lines 

◼ The devastation in Palu 
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